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Jabra bIZ 2400 SerIeS
The world’S beST conTacT cenTer headSeT

The Jabra biz 2400 was developed with one goal in mind: 
to be the world’s best corded contact center headset,  
delivering both best in class noise cancellation and 
acoustic shock protection, as well as the industry’s only 
unbreakable 360 swiveling boom and Kevlar-reinforced 
cord. available in a variety of wearing styles.

The world’S beST conTacT cenTer headSeT 
Jabra’s biz 2400 was designed with one goal in mind: to be 
the world’s best corded contact center headset. Ultra Noise 
Canceling microphones ensure in-the-room call clarity. 
hand-made Neodymium speakers deliver the maximum 
frequency response – from narrow band to IP wideband 
telephony and multimedia. Kevlar reinforced cords, gold 
plated contacts, and an unbreakable Freespin™ boom en-
sure it stands up to the most demanding environments. 

MaKe Sure your cuSToMer only hearS one 
agenT aT a TIMe
how your agents sound to your customers impacts how 
your brand is perceived – so giving your agents the tools to 
make them and your brand look good is smart business. 
Jabra’s biz 2400 is designed to deliver best-in-class audio 
performance, no matter how loud your contact center is. 
Ultra Noise Canceling microphones filter out ambient noise 
so only your agent’s voice comes through. the flexible 
boom tip ensures ideal microphone placement. and Peak-
stop™ technology ensures loud sounds are clipped off  
before they can hurt your agents’ ears. the result is crystal 
clear conversations – and a great customer experience. 

learn More
Jabra.COM/bIZ2400

buIlT To Keep worKIng – no MaTTer how Much  
punIShMenT IT TaKeS 
Jabra’s biz 2400 is built to keep working, no matter what 
your office throws at it. Only the biz 2400 has features  
like Kevlar reinforced cords, gold plated contacts, and an 
unbreakable Freespin boom that ensure it can stand up to 
the most demanding environments. 

coMforT MeanS producTIvITy
a comfortable agent is a productive agent – so being able 
to personalize the headset you’re supposed to be wearing 
all day is critical. this means the Jabra biz 2400’s attention 
to comfort is an important productivity tool. Features like 
soft ear cushions, a fully adjustable headband, and a  
variety of wearing styles allow agents to fit the biz 2400 to 
their unique wearing style – which means it stays on their 
heads longer. 

eaSy InTegraTIon wITh exISTIng TelecoM SySTeMS
No matter which phone system you’re using, Jabra’s biz 
2400 series headsets will seamlessly integrate into your 
workflow. With over 20 different models available in a  
variety of wearing styles that feature either a Quick  
Disconnect (QD) or Usb connector, the Jabra biz 2400 is a 
smart choice no matter what telecom system you’re using.  worKS wITh

   T
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http://JABRA.COM/BIZ2400
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Jabra bIZ 2400 SerIeS overvIew - corded headSeT for deSK phone
variant variant name designed for
Qd varIanTS

ultra noise canceling Jabra bIZ 2400 Mono, headband, Ultra 
Noise Canceling, Ls

 � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � also features Jabra’s Ultra Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates all ambient 

background noise and low microphone sensitivity (Ls) for phones with their own 
high amplification. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 Duo, Ultra Noise Cancel-
ing, Ls

 � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � also features Jabra’s Ultra Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates all ambient 

background noise and low microphone sensitivity (Ls) for phones with their own 
high amplification. 

noise canceling Jabra bIZ 2400 Mono, headband, Noise 
Canceling, stD*/**

 � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone (standard microphone sensitivity) to 

eliminate ambient noise. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 Mono, 3-in-1, Noise Cancel-
ing, stD*/**

 � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � Flexible 3-in-1 design allows for headband, neckband or ear hook wearing style. 
 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone (standard microphone sensitivity) to 

eliminate ambient noise. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 3-in-1 Wb balance  � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � Flexible 3-in-1 design allows for headband, neckband or ear hook wearing style. 
 � balanced mono headset designed for siemens Openstage telephones. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 Duo, Noise Canceling, stD**  � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone (standard microphone sensitivity) to 

eliminate ambient noise. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 Duo Wb balance  � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates ambient noise, hD 

Voice/Wideband audio, and Wb balance for siemens Openstage telephones.

omni/Soundtube Jabra bIZ 2400 Mono, headband, Omni, stD  � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � also features an omni-directional microphone for low noise environments and 

standard (stD) microphone sensitivity.  

Jabra bIZ 2400 Mono, 3-in-1, Omni, stD*/**  � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables. 
 � Flexible 3-in-1 design allows for headband, neckband or ear hook wearing style. 
 � also features an omni-directional microphone for low noise environments and 

standard (stD) microphone sensitivity. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 Duo, Omni, stD  � Connect to your desk phone with QD (Quick Disconnect) connect cables.
 � also features an omni-directional microphone for low noise environments and 

standard (stD) microphone sensitivity.  

uSb varIanTS

Jabra bIZ 2400 Usb Mono  � the headset features Usb connectivity to all leading UC applications and 
softphones. also features a Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates ambient 
noise. 

 � Flexible 3-in-1 design allows for headband, neckband or ear hook wearing style.

Jabra bIZ 2400 Duo Usb  � the headset features Usb connectivity to all leading UC applications and 
softphones. 

 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates ambient noise. 

Jabra bIZ 2400 Usb Mono Ms  � the headset features Usb connectivity optimized for Microsoft Lync.
 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates ambient noise. 
 � Flexible 3-in-1 design allows for headband, neckband or ear hook wearing style.

Jabra bIZ 2400 Usb Duo Ms  � the headset features Usb connectivity optimized for Microsoft Lync
 � also features a Noise Canceling microphone that eliminates ambient noise.

Jabra bIZ™ 2400 serIes

* Microphones are also available in low sensitivity and high sensitivity.
** For IP/Wb version, please go to jabra.com
Not all variants are available in all countries. Please go to www.Jabra.com for availability.

http://www.JABRA.COM/BIZ2400
http://www.jabra.com
http://www.Jabra.com
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Jabra bIZ™ 2400 serIes

peakStop™
Safe sound and superior hearing protection
Peakstop technology immediately removes potentially harmful 
loud sounds or tones before they reach your ears and keeps the 
sound level within the safe range to protect your hearing. 

remote call control
Seamless integration between your phone and headset
answer and end calls on the Jabra audio device with seamless 
integration between your phone and headset. the remote call 
control gives you the power to multitask and be productive. 
With a Jabra wireless audio device you can control your call even 
when you are away from your desk.

Talk in comfort
Be kind to your ears
assure total comfort with a wide range of styles that match 
your individual needs and personal fit requirements. Our light, 
ergonomically designed frames along with soft ear cushions,  
adjustable headbands and microphone boom will guarantee 
that your headset will be comfortable all day long.

varIanT dependenT*
hifi Sound 
Enjoy flawless sound quality
Immerse yourself in music with hiFi sound. Listen to flawless 
music reproduction across the entire audible frequency range.

hd voice – wideband audio 
High quality audio for crystal clear conversations
enjoy high-definition sound with hD Voice and get crystal 
clear, intelligible communication. You get life-like, vibrant 
conversations where you can focus on the content and don’t 
have to struggle to understand what the person on the other 
end of the line is saying.

noise canceling Microphone 
Reduces unwanted background noise
Noise Cancelling microphones reduce unwanted background 
noise and are ideal in crowded and noisy, open office environ-
ments.

ultra noise canceling Microphone  
Best-in-class Noise Canceling technology
Ultra Noise Canceling microphones are designed to remove all 
background noise. they are the ideal choice for crowded and 
very noisy, open office environments.

omni-directional Microphone 
Picks up the sound of your voice
Jabra headsets with omni-directional microphones pick up 
your voice to get life-like natural sounding conversations in 
environments with low or no background noise.

Jabra bIZ 2400 producT benefITS

*For more information please to go to jabra.com

http://www.JABRA.COM/BIZ2400
http://www.jabra.com

